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Government performance audit is the evaluation of the measures to ensure the 
efficient，effective and economic use of the resources controlled by the government 
branches．It would greatly promote the government to improve its management and 
increase the benefit of the resources．Presently，it is at the transition point for 
government audit of China from financial audit to financial and performance audit 
equally emphasized，thus the research of government performance audit would be 
especially meaningful in practice and theory． 
In 2002，Shenzhen Auditing Bureau implemented the first performance audit 
item，and initiatively built a performance audit system in China．Afterwards，it rapidly 
spread all over the country and has been a main audit form of audit offices．However，
there is no publicly accepted mode of performance audit in China as a whole．This 
paper analyzed the practical experience of government performance audit in Shenzhen 
and based on it，put forward the suited mode to fit into the specific circumstances of 
China． 
Part 1 of this passage comprises chapter 1 – 3，presenting relevant concepts，
theories and China’s current situation of government performance audit．Part 2 
comprises chapter 4 - 6，analyzing and summarizing system construction and practical 
experience of government performance audit in Shenzhen．Concerning institution，the 
way of involving performance audit into legislative supervision of NPC enhanced the 
independence of auditing，being promoted by authority of legislation section．With 
regard to implementation，it interpreted the selection of items and operation flow of 
audit process，summarizing the result-oriented mode it adopted．In the respect of 
subsequent mechanism，audit resources were reasonably allocated．Audit outcome 
utilization system and responsibility investigation system was also completed 
established．All these measures were helpful revelation to be referenced and 
















government performance audit mode” and probe into selection of the mode to be 
applicable all around China．Suggestions on carrying out China characterized 
government performance audit were proposed at the end． 
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